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Office Health and Safety Guidelines
As we gradually re-open our offices to
the public we would like to share with
you the guidelines that we are putting
into practice to promote a safe and
healthy environment for our clients and
our staff.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM US
-Healthy Team Members: everyone has
their temperature taken daily.
-Clean offices: our staff is disinfecting
all surfaces throughout the day and after
every appointment.
-Protective Equipment: All team
members will be wearing a mask.
-Social distancing: We will maintain at
least 6 feet of spacing during meetings.
- Frequent Handwashing: Along with
frequently washing our hands, there
will also be hand sanitizers in every
conference room.
SENIOR PLANNING ADVISORS

WHAT WE ASK OF YOU
-Healthy Clients: Temperatures will be
taken upon arrival. If you are in any way
not feeling well, please stay home.
-Social Distancing: when we meet please
observe 6 feet of spacing with all team
members. No handshakes or hugs.
- Wear a Mask: we are requiring all
clients to wear a mask when visiting our
office. We will provide masks if needed.
Gloves are not mandatory, but they are
available as well.
-Arrive on time: allowing sufficient time
to clean the office between appointments.
We appreciate your cooperation and
understanding as we navigate through
this time together. Continue to check
your emails and follow us on Facebook
for our Weekly Thoughts videos, updates,
& more!
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The Retirement Education Hour with
Kirk Cassidy & Dr. Paul Metler

A MESSAGE FROM KIRK, PAUL, & JOSH
The Cassidy’s: With the high school
baseball season, gymnastics, and school
coming to a screeching halt there
isn’t much to report. Trae has been
finishing out his freshman year being
a 4-time honor roll student as well as
3-time Gabriel Richard recipient. Sam
is finishing up school via online. She
continues to do Zoom practices for
gymnastics for the day they will be able
to return. Both of our kids are bummed.
We are hoping and praying for a
modified baseball season and a return
to gymnastics. However, we were able
to take time away at our cottage where
they golfed every day and had lots of
fun. We have also added a new puppy
to the family! Overall, we’re all healthy
and well.

The Metler’s: Mara had to come home
from U of M before the semester ended
because of the Pandemic. She was sad
to come home early. But we secretly
(or not so secretly) were thrilled.
Mara’s summer Laboratory job has
been put on hold so she went back to
work at Dairy Queen for the summer.
With the volleyball and lacrosse
seasons ending prematurely, Ilana has
taken up running and skateboarding.
Both kids are filling their days bingeing
on Netflix and working for their mother
at her office. Between a daily dose of
Dairy Queen and being in “lockdown”
because of the Pandemic, eating has
also become a central activity in our
house.

The Jackson’s: All the Jackson’s
are healthy and happy. Haddie has
officially become mobile which is
exciting and terrifying all at the same
time. She’s crawling all over the house
and becoming more opinionated as
well as brave every day. She still loves
bath time and being outside swinging
and playing, so we are excited warmer
weather is coming. With the nice
weather a few weeks ago, we actually
got her pool out for her to test out.
Right now, there’s only one tooth for
her to chew on things with, but her Dr.
keeps saying the others are close, so it’s
waiting game for those at this point.
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underlying perks you may not recognize
until your walk is finished. For example,
walking can help improve your mood,
flex your creative juices and promote
your capacity for learning.1
Finally, walking can boost your energy
levels so you can get more done during
the day and sleep better at night. If
you’re feeling a bit lethargic and
wondering whether you should take a
nap or go for a walk, the latter option is
usually better for a plethora of reasons.2

THE GOOD LIFE

Jessica Stillman. Inc. Sept. 3, 2019. “Neuroscientist:
Walking Is a ‘Superpower’ That Makes Us Smarter,
Healthier, and Happier.” https://www.inc.com/jessicastillman/neuroscientist-walking-is-a-superpower-thatmakes-us-smarter-healthier-happier.html?cid=sf01001.
Accessed April 3, 2020.
2
Ibid.
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The Research on Walking
By now, many Americans have
discovered the benefits of walking.
Plus, it’s one of the few outdoor
pastimes people can enjoy while
social distancing. In addition to
fresh air and light exercise, studies
have recently found a few more
advantages about walking.

internal mapping of your route to
adjusting for a faster heartbeat and
quicker breathing. In addition to the
physical tasks at hand, you’re likely
to find your thoughts meandering
from “what type of bird is that?” to
a list of things you need to do when
you get home.

The simple act of sauntering causes
your brain to juggle a variety of
different cognitive functions, from

The brain is your body’s superpower, so
it has no trouble multitasking a variety
of actions at once. Plus, there are

HOW TO ...

… Improve Your Credit Score
• Pay your bills on time.
• Pay off your credit card balances.
• Stop applying for credit. Each time you
fill out an application for a credit card or
loan, the lender checks your credit, and
each inquiry reduces your score (for up
to 12 months).
• If you have a close friend or family
member with a good score, ask them to
add you as an authorized user on their
credit card accounts. As long as they pay
on time, your credit score will benefit
from the positive data.

• Review your credit reports annually; you
are entitled to receive a free copy every
year from each of the three main credit
reporting agencies (TransUnion, Experian
and Equifax).
• You can apply for copies of all three
reports at AnnualCreditReport.com.
• Dispute any errors you find on those
reports.
Jessica Dickler. CNBC. March 2, 2020. “Here’s how to
improve your credit score right away.” https://www.cnbc.
com/2020/02/24/how-to-improve-your-credit-score-rightaway.html. Accessed March 6, 2020.
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DOLLARS & SENSE

Prospects for the
Post-Pandemic
Real Estate Market
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,
nearly 34% of U.S. homes were owned
by residents aged 60 and older.1 As
seniors downsize or move to retirement
homes, existing houses may begin
to flood the market — driving prices
lower in residential real estate.
Interestingly, many young homebuyers
have adopted a retro perspective when
it comes to searching for the perfect
home. The construction industry will
likely be busy building new homes and
updating existing properties based on
recent trends.
Trending Small
The current sentiment is that smaller
is better for a variety of reasons.
Among millennials, less square footage
makes newly built, single-family
homes more affordable. Furthermore,
they tend to prefer smaller homes
in dense, walkable, urban-oriented
neighborhoods, and favor efficient and
eco-friendly houses that require less
maintenance.2
Mid- and late-career demographics
— many who have weathered serious
economic setbacks in the past dozen
years — are expected to be a bit more
pragmatic when it comes to retirement
living. They may seek to downsize to a
smaller home so they enjoy lower bills
and maintenance obligations.

Projects That May Pay Off
If you’re contemplating improvements
for your house, seek the most bang
for your buck. According to the 2020
Cost vs. Value Report by Remodeling
magazine, exterior projects offer some
of the biggest investment returns.
Consider the curb appeal of replacing
your home’s siding with fiber cement
board or manufactured stone veneer.
Think about replacing the roof, older
windows and even the front door.3 In
recent months, homeowners have come
to appreciate the value of a breezy front
porch. Separate home offices are also
appreciated.
These updates make a lot sense if you
want to list your house for sale, as new
homebuyers prefer to customize the
interior for their needs.
Remodeling is fun when you get to
design the kitchen, choose appliances
and select colors for the bathroom. But

spend money to install a new roof? Not
so much.
It may cost more to replace siding, but
it’s an investment you can recoup in the
sale price — unlike a kitchen island.
Curb appeal is important because it
invites more prospects to tour your
home and, once inside, they can
envision how to personalize the home’s
interior. That’s something you can’t
possibly deliver to each prospect who
walks through your door.
Issi Romem. Zillow. Nov. 22, 2019. “The Silver
Tsunami: Which Areas will be Flooded with Homes
once Boomers Start Leaving Them?” https://www.
zillow.com/research/silver-tsunami-inventoryboomers-24933/. Accessed April 3, 2020.
2
Skylar Olsen. Zillow. Dec. 9, 2019. “Bold
Predictions for 2020: Shrinking Homes and a
More Stable Market.” https://www.zillow.com/
research/2020- predictions-26100/. Accessed Feb.
6, 2020.
3
Brenda Richardson. Forbes. Jan. 14, 2020.
“10 Home Improvement Projects That Return
The Most At Resale.” https://www.forbes.com/
sites/brendarichardson/2020/01/14/10-homeimprovement-projects-that-return-the-most-atresale/#62eeaefe6201. Accessed April 3, 2020.
1

As seniors downsize or move to retirement homes,
existing houses may begin to flood the market —
driving prices lower in residential real estate.
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THE SCOOP

How Tech Can Solve Many of Our Problems
We’ve been hearing about technologies
such as blockchain and artificial
intelligence (AI) for years. However, these
esoteric concepts have not really entered
our lives in a substantially influential way.
That could be about to change.
According to the World Economic
Forum’s Centre for the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, the capacity for these
technologies to address key global issues
— such as education, health care and food
supply — put them on a path for rapid
expansion during the next year or two.1

data in mere seconds, the technology can
quickly and more accurately diagnose a
health condition from a CT scan, MRI or
X-ray — easing the backlog and expense
that comes with human interpretation.2
Imagine how handy this type of analysis
could be during the next pandemic.
Blockchain technology can generate more
transparent and ethical supply chains that
allow customers to view how products
are produced, from harvesting raw
production. This provides farmers access
materials to manufacturing to packaging
to information that helps them negotiate
and delivery. This data chain can enhance more profitable transactions.4
product safety, reduce fraud, and improve
1
Zvika Krieger. World Economic Forum. Jan.
supply and demand forecasting.3

Artificial intelligence can be used to
adapt teaching curricula for each student’s
learning capability via pattern recognition The American company GrainChain has
and machine learning. Additionally,
deployed blockchain tech to create a more
because AI can analyze vast amounts of
streamlined and transparent ecosystem for

17, 2020. “9 reasons to be optimistic about
tech in 2020.” https://www.weforum.org/
agenda/2020/01/9-reasons-to-be-optimistic-abouttech-in-2020. Accessed April 7, 2020.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.

BRAIN GAMES
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1 to 25
Game Rules
To solve 1 to 25, move the numbers
from the outer ring onto the board in
the directions of the chevrons. As you
place them they must snake together
vertically, horizontally or diagonally
so they link in sequence from 1 to 25.
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Photos Tell Stories … If You Can Find Them

PRINTED PHOTOS
Gather:
Gather all of your printed photos into one
place. Tackling this project might take you a
few days or even weeks, so make sure you
have them in a low-traffic area of your
home, out of the reach of children or pets.
Organize:
There are countless photo containers on
the market that come with paper filing tabs.
If you decide to take this approach, you can
write notes on the back of photos to pass
memories on to your family. You can
organize the photos by year, child, special
occasion or vacations — whatever makes
sense to you. Consider renting a safety
deposit box or keeping the photos in a
fireproof safe at home to keep them well
preserved and protected.
You can go a step further and digitize your
photos. This will preserve their quality and
is a way to ensure that there is a second
copy if something should happen to the
printed versions. You can use a scanner at
home or pay a professional to scan your
photos.

Are your photographs in disarray, spread across your home and
computer files? Organizing decades of family photos can be
overwhelming, but with a plan in place, you can begin to enjoy the
photos you might have forgotten about years ago. The following
steps can help you beautifully organize your photos so your
family can enjoy them for years to come.

Note: If your situation is too overwhelming, hire a personal photo
organizer to help!

D I G I TA L P H OT O S
Gather:
Find all digital photos on your computer,
and put them into one folder labeled
“photos.” Don’t forget to download all of the
photos from your phone and camera!
Some other places to look might be cloud
services and old hard drives.
Organize:
One simple method for organizing digital
photos is to create a folder for each year
and then sort accordingly. Like your printed
photos, you could also file them by child,
special occasion, etc.
Enjoy the Stories
Celebrate all of your hard work — you’ve
earned it! Invite family over, and take a walk
down memory lane.

B A C K U P YO U R D I G I TA L P H OT O S
To protect your digital photos, consider putting them on an external hard drive to keep at a second
location outside of your home. You can also back them up in a cloud service to ensure that you will
have your photos even if something happens to your computer!

CENTER STAGE
BELOW: Haddie is enjoying some fun in the sun!

ABOVE: Meet the newest member of the Cassidy
family, Tivo.

RIGHT:
So proud of these two! (Mara & Ilana)

RECIPE
BRAIN GAMES
ANSWER KEY:

cu t h ere

"

SUMMER PASTA SALAD
INGREDIENTS

¼ lb. sliced pepperoni, cut in half
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1 (16 ounce) package fusilli (spiral) pasta

1 large green bell pepper, cut into 1 inch pieces
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3 cups cherry tomatoes, halved

1 (10 ounce) can black olives, drained
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½ lb. provolone cheese, cubed

1 (4 ounce) jar of pimentos, drained
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½ lb. salami, cubed

1 (8 ounce) bottle Italian salad dressing
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to a boil. Add pasta and cook for 8 to 10 minutes
or until al dente. Drain and rinse with cold water.
2.	In a large bowl, combine pasta with tomatoes, cheese, salami, pepperoni, green pepper,
olives and pimentos. Pour in salad dressing and toss to coat.
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UPCOMING DATES

WE ARE TEACHING VIRTUAL AND IN
PERSON COURSES. VISIT
RETIREMENTPLANNINGEDU.COM
FOR A LIST OF UPCOMING DATES
AND LOCATIONS.

